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Forthcoming Meetings
August 3rd

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 10th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 17th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 24th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

August 31st

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 5/6th

*** SSB Field Day – Doubtful ***

September 7th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 14th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 21st

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

September 28th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

October 5th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

October 12th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

October 19th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST

October 26th

Club Net on 145.325MHz FM & Zoom Video @ 20:00 BST
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Editor's Comment
I know this is, essentially, supposed to be a newsletter, but with the lack of news [as shown
below], you will see on the title page I have changed the word “Newsletter” to “Journal” to
reflect this situation.
Latest Club News: There is none!
Contest News: Nothing here, either!
Members' News: A newsy-type article from Tony M6AHW and a memory from Andrew
G8MKK, via John G8UAE.
Jim G4WAO sent me a link to an aerial on You Tube, similar to one used by an Aussie
friend of his. To supplement this, and simply to fill a page, I've included links to a bunch of
amateur radio sites on You Tube. I hope you find something of interest. If you have others
to further supplement this short list, I would be pleased if you would let me know. The
subject(s) are left to your discretion.
Just to fill half-a-page, I've included this for those who may be learning or brushing up
their Morse code. I would be surprised if you couldn't hear at least one of the
transmissions.

Morse Practice Transmissions
Modes Of Emissions
● A1A/J3E = 144,2508 MHz and all HF Transmissions
● F2a/F3E = All VHF Transmissions
HF Transmissions
Day
Local Time
Monday
20:00
20:15
20:00
19:00
Tuesday
20:00
Thursday 09:00
Friday
20:00

Frequency
3.550 MHz
3.555 MHz
3.540-3.545 MHz
14,055 MHz
3.555 MHz
3.605 MHz
3.563 MHz

Operator
G0WKL
G0IBN
Cheltenham ARA
Burton ARC
GW0KZW
G3UKV
GW0KZW

Area Covered
Hampshire
Essex
South Midlands?
Midlands ?
Prestatyn
Telford
Prestatyn

VHF Transmissions
Day
Local Time
Tuesday
19:15

Frequency
145.250 MHz

Operator
G0BYA

Area Covered
Stafford
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My 4 Months In Lockdown by Tony M6AHW
This is simply a precis of what I have been doing during the last 4 months of this bizarre
situation in which we all find ourselves. The antennae are all home-brew and made from
junk! The two latest ones are for 6metres and 10metres.

The 6m vertical is now working properly
after three attempts at getting it right. I
had three Italian contacts today
[3/7/2020] with conditions not good, so
not bad with 10 watts.

The 10m vertical is an 8-foot long
bamboo cane [ex-runner beans, last
year!!], with 3 wire radials. The element
is an aluminium rod [donated by Nick
G6DQN] held on by shrink tube. SWR is
very good and, again, two Italian
contacts
today
[3/7/2020].
Also,
conditions not too good on this band.

The trapped wire dipole is still the main antenna and continues to give good results when
the bands are in good shape. It works very well on PSK31/63 with “flea power”.
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The 70cms quad is, once again, bamboo canes and
copper wire. The wire came from an old mains
transformer. This one will open the 70cms repeaters
GB3HN [Clee Hill] and GB3TF [Telford].

Finally, here are a couple of shots of my shack. I
have spent a lot of time in here during the last 4
months.
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Memories from Andrew Jellyman G8MKK
About 18 months ago a very dear friend of mine, Howard Parker G8GUN, passed away
aged 90. In his younger days he'd been very active on the ATV front and amongst his
possessions a book has turned up which is the attendance register for what was known as
the 'Midlands Video Club'. It met at (I think) the old Tube Investments sports and social
club in Oldbury. I'm still in regular contact with his widow Pat and she has given me the
book to look through for interest. A great number of call-signs and names appear in it,
some of which I have vague recollections of and some I remember well. Two of note were
STARS members of many years, Bob, G8 (later 4) HET and Brian Kennedy, G3ZUL who is
actually listed many times under a G8 call before switching to the G3. I'm fairly sure that
Bob passed away quite a long time ago and I lost contact with Brian a long time ago. If he
is still with us he must be getting on a bit! I often think about Brian along with Malcolm
and 'Peter' whose name and call sign eludes me (I think he was a consultant at the
Corbett), when I drive past the School remembering long meetings planning GB3OS*. In
fact, Bobs son (Dave?) helped 'OS quite a lot with engineering advice and bit's and bobs
he 'liberated' from the Home Office radio stores. No Tetra in those days, mainly Pye
Westminster's and Whitehall's plus some oddities like 'on frequency repeaters' that did,
literally, receive a signal and re-radiate it on the same frequency. How they ever worked
without 'howling around' I will never know!
Whilst on the subject of GB3OS, I used to write the minutes up after each meeting: my
handwriting was more legible in those days. As Word Processors didn't really exist in
1978 I used to input the minutes to a Wang 720C programmable calculator using a TTY.
You know you are getting old when computers you've worked on are in the Museum of
Computing at Bletchley! It was laborious but at least I could edit the (my!) mistakes out
and then print the finished work. Only one problem, we only had wide carriage tractor feed
paper so to get the output onto A4 I used to print a single copy and then photocopy it for
the repeater group. The only problem was being a lowly laboratory we were banished to
what our admin people thought was suitable (cheap) accommodation and miles from the
only photocopiers at HQ which was in the centre of Birmingham. No great problem, just
find an excuse to walk into Brum and sneak in and use the copier. All went well for several
meetings then one morning came an ominous summons to see the head of admin. On
arriving at his office he showed me the original of my minutes which I'd obviously left on
the glass. There was no denying it, my name was listed under 'those present'! I muttered
something about having 'forgotten to pay for it' and no more was said. Ironically his
deputy, who I had to pay (5 pence a copy I think), ended up working for me later in his
career. C'est la vie.
Heady days!
PS. While listening on 6M during a recent CW contest I heard a beacon I was not able to
identify. It was fairly consistent over a few hours but my rusty CW didn't do it justice. I
sent a recording to Rob, G4DST and he identified it as ED6YAI on the Balearic Islands.
Not bad when you consider that I was beaming north at the time!
73 to all from Andrew G8MKK
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Small Garden Or Portable All Band HF Antenna
This came from Jim G4WAO who says, “One of the club members here has just installed
this antenna. I have no idea of cost yet, but for ease of use portable it seems pretty good.
Certainly wouldn't need a lot of people trying to erect poles for a dipole and hoping you
have the direction right. As we never win contests, and not too many helpers, it might be a
thought for future contests. It'll never be as good as a 3 element yagi on 20 or 40m but it's
easy, quick, has a tiny footprint and it seems to work ! “
Here is the link to a similar aerial – Diamond BB7V
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64g4OQLEcEk

There are further You Tube links on the next page of this journal.

Guide To Fuse Replacement
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Here are a few amateur radio sites I've found on You Tube:
DX Commander. I'm Callum, M0MCX. I own DX Commander Ltd, an antenna business
specifically for Amateur Radio. This channel is mostly about my journey through "hamradio" life and DX Commander's progress.
https://www.youtube.com/user/m0mcx
K6UDA Radio. Welcome to K6UDA Radio, it's Elmer with Attitude. Not to serious, not to in
depth and its funny and fun to watch. Subscribe to my channel as I bring you new content
ranging from DYI sport bike mods to Ham Radio how to's. From time to time I'll post
adventures ranging from exotic SCUBA diving, Hunting, 4WD and of course our famous
Drag Racing action.
https://www.youtube.com/user/bondobob
Kyle AA0Z. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClX--0FpKY48h4cAXFPOWQQ
Ham Radio 2.0. Hi, my name is Jason, callsign KC5HWB, and I created this video series
in 2015 to talk about anything that is new in Amateur Radio. I review new radios, new
products, and new modes for the modern Ham Operator., but I am also interested in the
tried-and-true products in Ham Radio.
https://www.youtube.com/user/kc5hwb
Ham Radio Crash Course. My name is Josh, I'm a dad living in Southern California with
my wife and two sons. I'm an engineer and radio amateur. I've created the Ham Radio
Crash Course to get people involved in radio and to help people keep learning
https://www.youtube.com/user/hoshnasi
Ham Radio Vlog. Hobby-based channel Mike, M0XMX focuses on Amateur (Ham) Radio
operation, particulary SDR (Software Defined Radio), Youtube Streaming and portable
around the beautiful countryside of UK.
https://www.youtube.com/c/MikeM%C3%98XMX/featured
VK2MB. The Manly-Warringah Radio Society (MWRS) is an Amateur Radio club serving
the Northern Beaches and North Shore areas of Sydney, New South Wales, Australia.
Operating under the call sign VK2MB the society boasts members from a wide range of
backgrounds, with members ranging from retirees to school children. Visit the club web
site at http://wwww.mwrs.org.au
https://www.youtube.com/user/VK2MB
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Hedy Lamarr, Star, Inventor and Wartime Code Maker
1. Hedy Lamarr was a self-taught inventor
Lamarr grew up in Austria, dropped out of high school in
1930 to pursue acting and never attended college. The
closest she came to a formal education was through the
dinner parties she attended with her first husband, a
wealthy Austrian munitions manufacturer many years
her senior who reportedly dealt weapons to Mussolini
and Hitler.
At these lavish events, which included scientists and
high ranking leaders of the Axis powers, Lamarr was
exposed to the frontiers of wartime technology and she
first realized her lifelong affection for invention.
The marriage didn’t last. Lamarr found her husband
increasingly restrictive of her acting career and she fled
for the United States with only the luggage in her hands.
In one telling, she claimed to have disguised herself as
a maid to make her grand escape undetected.

2. In collaboration with composer George Antheil, Lamarr patented a “Secret
Communication System” designed to keep Nazis from intercepting Allied
transmissions during World War II
While living in the United States and enjoying a successful acting career, Lamarr became
fast friends with Antheil, an avant-garde piano composer known as “the bad boy of music.”
The two enjoyed long discussions about tinkering and inventing that soon turned to the
Second World War unfolding overseas. Antheil recalled,
“We began talking about the war, which, in the late summer of 1940, was looking most
extremely black. Hedy said that she did not feel very comfortable, sitting there in
Hollywood and making lots of money when things were in such a state. She said that she
knew a good deal about munitions and various secret weapons … and that she was
thinking seriously of quitting MGM and going to Washington DC, to offer her services to
the newly established Inventors’ Council.”
Together, the duo filed a shared patent for an invention that prevented signals transmitted
over radio from being intercepted by the enemy. They did this with a clever modification:
instead of broadcasting over a single channel, messages would jump seemingly at random
across many channels. This was called “frequency hopping.” Their patent used 88
channels, a nod to the number of keys on the piano. If both the sender and receiver knew
in advance the channels that would be used, the message would be easily decoded. But
to a spy without the correct combination, the message would be indecipherable.
Patent No 2,292,387 was awarded in August of 1942. Lamarr is listed as “H.K. Markey,”
the name she assumed in her second marriage.
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3. The idea wasn’t adopted at the time, in part due to scepticism that an actress
could contribute to technology
When Lamarr and Antheil approached the National Inventors’ Council to present their
device, they were rebuffed. The council suspected it would be too cumbersome to
implement the communication system in military crafts.
She was also rebuffed in her direct attempts to help the war effort. When she offered her
expertise in wartime technology to the council, she was denied. They suggested that the
“most beautiful woman in films” could make a bigger difference by acting as a
spokeswoman for war bonds.

4. Today, the invention is fundamental to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth technology, and other
wireless networks
In the 1950s, engineers at Sylvania Electric Products began looking seriously at the
neglected patent. By the early 1960s, they completed the technology to finally implement
frequency hopping – not with a bulky mechanical apparatus, as in the patent, but with an
electric signal processing system.
“It’s

about time.”

In the ensuing years, the frequency-hopping mechanism became part of rapidly
developing spread spectrum technology, which is foundational to nearly every modern
wireless device. Frequency hopping provides numerous benefits for wireless
communication: not only is it nearly impenetrable from a security perspective, it’s less
likely to interfere or be interfered with by neighbouring signals. It’s also especially difficult
to jam a spread spectrum signal. For all these reasons, Lamarr’s technology was critical to
the development of wireless as we know it. Her contribution powers every cellphone,
Bluetooth device, and Wi-Fi network in use today.

5. It wasn’t until the 1990s that Hedy Lamarr was properly recognized for her
contribution to wireless communication
Although the number of people benefiting from her invention dwarfs the number of people
who have seen her movies, it took decades for anyone to publicly recognize the immense
value of her idea. After she was dismissed by the National Inventor’s Council, Lamarr
remained an inventor privately, occupying herself between her celebrity obligations with
tinkering projects. But to most, she was known only as a beautiful woman. “Any girl can be
glamorous.” she lamented. “All you have to do is stand still and look stupid.”
In 1997, the Electronic Frontier Foundation selected Hedy Lamarr and George Antheil to
receive their coveted Pioneer Award for their work on early spread spectrum technology.
Mike Godwin, a member of the awarding committee, said, “Ironically, this tool they
developed to defend democracy half a century ago promises to extend democracy in the
21st century.”
Upon hearing of her award, Hedy responded, “It’s about time.”
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Lamarr passed away in 2000, and since then her contributions have been retroactively
recognized in numerous popular media. An off-Broadway play, Frequency Hopping, tells
the story of her collaboration and friendship with Antheil. The Discovery Channel and
Science Channel have both broadcast specials about her talents as an inventor, and
Google has honoured her with a doodle.
Hedy Lamarr was constrained by the gender norms of her time, but in the only patent she
ever filed, she put a permanent mark on the wireless revolution. Although she never
received widespread recognition for her clever innovation in her lifetime, its impact is felt
daily by nearly every citizen of the digital age.

Early Fox Hunting!
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